Introduction
Within trade-conflict research, there are two main schools of thought. One school, commonly associated with John Oneal & Bruce Russett (O&R) , argues that trade promotes peace; the other, often associated with Katherine Barbieri, suggests that trade is associated with conflict. 1 O&R (Oneal et al., 1996; Oneal & Russett, 1997 , 1999a Russett & Oneal, 2001 ) and Barbieri (1995 Barbieri ( , 1996a Barbieri ( ,b, 2002 each provide empirical support for their positions. Gartzke & Li (2003) (G&L) argue that the discrepant findings can be explained by the use of alternative measures. G&L also argue that economic openness promotes peace and that Barbieri's measure is inversely proportional to openness, whereas O&R's measure is directly proportional to it. G&L believe Barbieri's finding that interdependence is positively associated with conflict can be explained by her use of a measure that captures disconnectedness from the global economy, rather than interdependence. While G&L raise some important points, we believe their argument has problems.
We agree with G&L that differences in measures can produce different results and that openness may be useful to consider when examining interdependence and conflict. However, G&L's analysis contains several flaws. First, their analyses use measures incompatible with Barbieri's. Second, G&L present their work as a dyadic analysis, but adopt measures that are not truly dyadic. Third, they draw erroneous conclusions from their mathematics. We explain these problems, present new empirical analyses, and draw conclusions. G&L (2003) attribute their measures, trade share and trade dependence, to Barbieri and O&R, respectively. Their analysis also includes a measure of economic openness (2003: 5) . Although trade share and trade dependence are a function of the trade between two countries, these are not fully dyadic measures, since they estimate dependence with respect to only one state in the dyad -the state with the lower dependence score. Barbieri (1995 Barbieri ( , 2002 
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Mischaracterizations and Mis-measures
The first significant problem with G&L's analysis is that they mischaracterize Barbieri's measures and then draw conclusions about her findings based on measures unrepresentative of hers. G&L's primary argument is that the trade share of country A with journal of PEACE RESEARCH volume 40 / number 6 / november 2003 714 country B correlates negatively with the openness of country A. Openness, they claim, is positively associated with number of trading partners. Therefore, high trade share, which they believe is associated with a low number of trading partners, means the country is isolated. Thus, they state, if isolation were positively associated with conflict, trade share would be positively associated with conflict. G&L believe that Barbieri's finding of a positive relationship between interdependence and conflict is simply the result of her measure capturing isolation, not interdependence. Even if one assumes that monadic trade share and isolation are positively correlated, dyads consisting of states with high trade shares could still have high dyadic interdependence. Dyadic interdependence could be high even if both states were isolated from the global economy. G&L's measures do not tell us about dyadic interdependence.
G&L imply that they are conducting a dyadic analysis of the interdependenceconflict relationship. Yet, they rely on what are essentially monadic indicators of trade share, trade dependence, and openness. They use the 'weakest link' approach (Dixon, 1993 (Dixon, , 1994 that presumes the lesser of the two states' dependence scores is sufficient to describe the dyad. Dixon & Goertz (2003) argue that the 'weakest link' is dyadic in that it relies on information about both states to derive the minimum value. However, once this value is derived, specific information about the maximum is discarded. A truly dyadic measure should include information about two states, rather than one. The weakest link measure neglects disparities in dependence or the presence of high dependence. This is problematic. Imagine: state A and state B each depend on the other for 10% of their respective trade, while state A depends on state C for 10% of its trade and state C depends on A for 90% of its trade. Most would agree that A's relationships with states B and C are different.
Yet, G&L assign identical values to these two relationships. Barbieri does not.
While people disagree about whether symmetrical or asymmetrical relations are more peaceful, few would view them as identical. The weakest link approach assumes the less constrained (less dependent) state defines the conflict propensity of the dyad. It ignores the motivation or power of the more dependent state to influence the relationship. This seems inconsistent with many theories, including Liberalism.
Liberals assume the cost of conflict increases as the gains from trade increase (Polachek, 1980) . States that depend heavily upon a given relationship should face greater costs from conflict. This should create greater incentives to prevent or resolve conflicts. Dyadic conflict should be viewed as a function of the behavior of two states. A dyad that contains a state with great incentives to maintain peace (a highly dependent state) should be different from one that contains no such state. Similarly, a dyad with two states highly motivated to maintain peace should differ from one that contains only one such state or none.
G&L suggest that a major difference in O&R's and Barbieri's conclusions results from O&R using a GDP-based measure of dependence, while Barbieri uses a total tradebased measure. These assumptions are critical to G&L's arguments, but they are at least partly incorrect. Barbieri's work does not rely exclusively on total trade-based measures. 4 Barbieri (1995 Barbieri ( , 2002 employs twodimensional vector measures constructed from partner dependence and economy dependence, where the latter is GDP-based. She argues that both measures are important for understanding interdependence, but it is not always possible or desirable to employ both. For example, most states did not systematically
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collect information required to compute GDP prior to WWII, while most collected total trade figures for a long period. This makes total trade measures more reliable and generalizable for some historical periods. 5 There are also differences in GDP-based measures beyond the manner in which national scores are transformed into dyadic measures. G&L employ a ratio measure where the numerator (trade) is reported in current dollars, while the denominator (GDP) is reported in PPP-adjusted dollars. Barbieri consistently uses current dollars in both her numerator and denominator. 6 Barbieri (2002) found no substantive differences in the results derived from her different measures, which leads her to doubt that GDP versus total trade is the issue. The more important explanation is whether one uses information about two states, rather than one, to describe a dyad.
Implications of the Equations
Another problem with G&L's analysis is that they misinterpret their equations. Three equations, (1), (2), and (3), capture the relationships between trade share, trade dependence, and openness. They perform a statistical analysis that leads to results consistent with the equations. But they claim that the equations imply only those results. After Equation (3) they state, 'Openness is now shown as a quotient of trade dependence and trade share. For openness to increase, trade dependence can increase or trade share must decrease' (Gartzke & Li, 2003: 558 In addition, consider the strength of the relationships that G&L point to in drawing their general conclusions. The negative correlation between trade share and openness is -0.03. The relationship may be statistically significant, but the substantive connection is weak at best. Similarly, trade share has only a small inverse correlation with the number of a state's trading partners (-0.16). Moreover, there exists no reliable source of data on the number of trading partners states possess. 7
The Trade-Conflict Relationship Revealed
Despite problems with G&L's analysis, their argument about considering states' openness to the global economy is important. The question remains whether Barbieri's findings, that trade is positively associated with conflict, would differ if she were to consider dyadic openness. We conducted an empirical analysis to answer this question. While G&L measure openness monadically, 8 we created a dyadic measure that included information about both states in the dyad. We employed Barbieri's salience measures to capture dyadic interdependence. We performed separate analyses for the partner dependence and economy dependence measures of salience, since the two variables were highly correlated journal of PEACE RESEARCH volume 40 / number 6 / november 2003 716 5 See Barbieri (2002 Barbieri ( , 2003 for an elaboration of measurement issues. 6 Alan Heston, in personal communications (1996) , whose Penn World Tables are G&L's source for GDP, argued strongly that it was completely inappropriate to construct a ratio variable that combined trade figures measured in current dollars with GDP figures that were PPP-adjusted values.
(0.75). 9 Our dyadic measure of openness was calculated similarly to the salience measure; it is the geometric mean of each state's openness score (total trade/GDP). Our analyses employed the data and control variables used in Barbieri (2002) and used logit regression analysis to estimate our models.
The results reveal that even after controlling for dyadic openness, the relationship between interdependence and conflict remains statistically significant and positive. This is true for both the partner and economy dependence measures. We find that dyadic openness has a negative and statistically significant relationship to conflict. Thus, while G&L's monadic measure of openness may be wrong, their conclusion about openness appears correct. Dyads of states more dependent upon the global economy appear to be more peaceful than those not dependent. However, the favorable effect of openness does not compensate for the higher incidence of conflict present in interdependent relationships. The findings suggest that the differences between G&L's and Barbieri's
The high correlation between a dyad's lower trade share and lower trade dependence measures (0.71) raises further questions about G&L's analysis. conclusions result neither from their inclusion of openness nor from using GDP versus total trade-based measures. The differences result, in part, from G&L's decision to use monadic measures to capture dyadic interdependence. Gartzke & Li's (2003: 567) Finally, even if we overlook the problems in G&L's analysis, scholars should still question their conclusion that interdependence promotes dyadic peace. Assume state A is heavily dependent upon the global economy and also engages in military conflict. G&L's dyadic level prediction would be that A would be more likely to fight the trade partner upon whom it depends heavily. Moreover, G&L suggest that open states are more peaceful, because they have many partners and, therefore, do not depend heavily on any one state. This implies that it is low dyadic interdependence that is positively associated with peace and high dyadic interdependence that is associated with conflict.
Conclusions
Although we have taken issue with many of G&L's claims, we applaud their effort. We hope these few pages, like G&L's article, further increase understanding of how best to measure important and complicated concepts, especially as we work towards solving the puzzle of trade's influence on international conflict.
